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MASC Advisor Conference

Oct 14-15, 2012

Find someone who…
For this activity, you must get the name/signature of a person who can truthfully sign the descriptions below.
The following restrictions apply:
You must interact politely – no “Hey who can sign this?” or “What can you sign?”
You may sign your own sheet only once.
No one may sign a sheet more than twice.
No one sitting at your table may sign your sheet so… “Mingle, mingle.”

School/org.
participates in
Polar Plunge

Volunteers/has
volunteered at a
SOMO event.

Is a Silver

School/org. has a
Y.A.C. or Y.A.C.
member

Knows what
Spread The Word
to End the Word is
all about.

Is a Fan in the
Stands

Knows what the
acronym SOMO
stands for

Knows someone
with a
developmental
disability

Has taken the
Colors of
Leadership Survey

Has experienced
“The Magic of
Fulton”

School/org.
hosts/has held a
Special Olympics
competitive event.

Knows the 2013
theme for
Polar Plunge

Personally
participates/ed in
Polar Plunge.
(YEP, you
plunged.)

Is a Green

Knows how long
MASC and the
charity of choice
have been partners.

School/org.
holds/has held a
Spread the Word to
End the Word
event.

Is an Orange

Can identify the
SOMO Area
Services Director.

F
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Is a Teal

Can name the
founder of
Special Olympics

Has signed an
R-Word Pledge

Knows the MASC
charity of choice.

Can explain why
Has “Plunged”
the MASC logo is a more than once.
duck.
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MASC Advisor Conference

Oct 14-15, 2012

•

Eunice Kennedy Shriver, founder of Special Olympics, was a pioneer in the worldwide struggle for
rights and acceptance for people with intellectual disabilities. Daughter, fifth child, born with intellectual
disabilities.

•

MASC charity of choice is SOMO (Special Olympics Missouri); the two have been partners for over 20
years

•

Trish Lutz, Area Services Director, 573-635-1660, lutz@somo.org

•

Y.A.C. = Youth Activation Committee

•

2013 Polar Plunge theme is Take a Plunge on the Wild Side

•

What is Spread the Word End the Word? Spread the Word to End the Word is an on-going effort to raise the
consciousness of society about the dehumanizing and hurtful effects of the word "retard(ed)" and encourage
people to pledge to stop using the R-word. The campaign is intended to get schools, communities and
organizations to rally and pledge their support

*** Bonus if you can identify Allyssa Brubeck
Homecoming queen prompts cheers, stirs hearts
Park Hill South’s homecoming pick is an Internet hit, even if students don’t get what the fuss is about.
By JOE ROBERTSON

The Kansas City Star

KEITH MYERS | The Kansas City Star
Park Hill South High School homecoming queen Allyssa Brubeck got a hug after school on Wednesday from varsity cheerleader Emma
Woodson. Allyssa's father, Michael Small, was nearby.

Read more here: http://www.kansascity.com/2012/09/19/3823947/new-homecoming-queen-promptscheers.html#storylink=omni_popular#storylink=cpy

